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Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks (SWITCH) Foundation Learning GuideCisco Press, 2010

	Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks (SWITCH) Foundation Learning Guide: Foundation learning for SWITCH 642-813


	 


	Richard Froom, CCIE No. 5102


	Balaji Sivasubramanian
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Computer AlgorithmsW. H. Freeman, 1997

	If wo try to identify those contributions of computer science which will be
	long lasting, surely one of these will be the refinement of the concept called
	algorithm. Ever since man invented the idea of a machine which could per
	form basic mathematical operations, the study of what can be computed and
	how it can be done well was...
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Server-Based Java ProgrammingManning Publications, 2000
Demonstrates how to take full advantage of Java's power on servers by using current technologies such as Java Servlets, Java Web server, and JNDI.

In September1999, Sun Microsystems Inc. released the first draft of the Java2 Enterprise Edition
specification, and Java changed forever.

Since 1997, developers and vendors...
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Unreal Engine Game Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Understand what a Blueprint is and how to create a complex visual scripting code
	
		Discover the infinite possibilities that Unreal Engine offers, and understand which tool to use, where and when
	
		Learn to think like a real game developer in order to create enjoyable and bug-free...
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Wireless Sensors and Instruments: Networks, Design, and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2005
Wireless Sensors and Instruments explains the underlying principles of wireless instruments, which incorporate  recent communications technology in instruments and instrumentation systems. This book extensively covers software support at the stand-alone instrument and network levels and includes numerous examples from industrial applications,...
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Handbook of Statistics in Clinical Oncology (Fluid Power and Control Series)CRC Press, 2001

	This book compiles state-of-the-art statistical approaches to solving problems in clinical oncology, focusing on clinical trials in phases I, II, and III, as well as quality of life and economic analyses, and exploratory methods.

	Examines trial design treatment based on toxicity and survival!

	Featuring over 1000 references,...
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Introduction to Machine Learning with R: Rigorous Mathematical AnalysisO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Machine learning is an intimidating subject until you know the fundamentals. If you understand basic coding concepts, this introductory guide will help you gain a solid foundation in machine learning principles. Using the R programming language, you’ll first start to learn with regression modelling and then move into more...
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Sentence Structure (Language Workbooks)Routledge, 2005

	Sentence Structure:

	
		introduces the evidence for sentence structure and reveals its purpose
	
		is based on a problem-solving approach to language
	
		teaches the reader how to identify word classes, such as noun, preposition and demonstrative
	
		uses simple tree structures to...
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